I probably should not have agreed to do this report on Configurations in Motion: Performance Curation and Communities of Colour, held in Montreal this past June. Writing a report feels in conflict with the way I have carried the meeting with me. My job was to co-curate this public event-to provide openings for those working to make space, hold space, fill space for others. What could be learned from the people dedicated to positioning Indigenous, Black, and people of colour at the centre of curating performance? In many ways, this third iteration of Configurations-and the first in Canada-was for the people doing this work on a long-term trajectory. Reporting, I thought, is part of the work. I should do it. It will be good to give Configurations a public profile, a face, some more airtime. So I thought.
In this context, I think I was wrong.
What crucial connections and knowledges are better kept to the realm of personal exchange between participants? Where does representation end? Where/when does the work stop?
One of the valuable aspects of Configurations was that it was not all shared with or for the public. It was for those who were invited. As Co-Curator with Dr. Thomas F. DeFrantz, I invited Indigenous, Black, and curators of colour working in Canada to create performance opportunities and audience-building strategies for Indigenous, Black, and artists of colour. Our budget allowed for two people from central and western Canada, four from Ontario, and two from Quebec. The decision on whom to invite was entirely up to me. Tommy invited five people working in the United States.
I put out feelers, asked for recommendations, and talked it through with Jane Gabriels and MJ Thompson-event initiators, grant writers, organizers, and facilitators for Configurations in Montreal, which was part of Thompson's Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) -supported project Performance, Scholarship, Presence: Conversations in Critical Dance Studies. We considered locations, heritage, and culture. Also of particular importance to me was generational difference. I invited a couple of people I knew previously, but for the most part I reached out to people I had not met and who had not met one another, often despite working in the same city.
What was so valuable to me was the coming together with colleagues doing similar work. We often make the mistake of assuming we already know everyone there is to know-if not directly, then by a degree or two of separation. We are wrong. There are so many people we do not know, never mind the people we do not see or recognize. Meeting new people is critical. Meeting new people, I think, is the point. We meet our own selves again through new people. This is proven time and again in the work of making marginalized people visible-historically, contemporarily, to funders, and even to other marginalized peoples. Out there is someone you do not know, doing something that might make you or someone else consider something new. What is the potential of bringing the unconsidered into view?
Working to make excluded people visible and to frame/validate their contributions can be lonely, and even tiring and repetitive to the point of, dare I say, boredom. Is it wrong to say that? Maybe, but I am going to say it anyways because I think it is important to name the boredom. It is the feeling I had when anticipating this writing. The beauty of Configurations and its responsive nature is that it puts Indigenous, Black, and people of colour at the centre. It foregrounds meeting new people who understand the boredom and the joy-not to mention the fatigue and rewards. Our conversations moved forward and allowed for depth, for vulnerability. There were Canadian and American perspectives in the room-meeting together for what felt like the first timeand we talked about the similarities and differences on either side of the border. We discussed the fabrication of the border and its origins-that we were gathered on Turtle Island. Not everyone in the room had experienced Indigenous land acknowledgements. Those who had not were profoundly moved by this act. We discussed our own evolving relationships with this practice.
The point of Configurations was to get together to talk without an agenda, and instead focus on a few initiating questions. The first day started with each presenter speaking for 10 minutes about what they do. Afterwards, the presenters met for a closed lunch. We reflected, got to know one another through sharing stories of our work. We discussed dilemmas. We understood the nuances of the dilemmas. We nodded a lot. After lunch, most of us attended a long table-a structured form where participants decide to join the table and speak to whatever issues arise, and then step aside. The public was welcome to listen and observe. The rules were about respect, not expectations. Eventually, the public was invited to join the table with a reminder to make space for those voices that are systemically less heard. Following the long table, the day's events were over. There was no reception. This was not a show, after all. We went in small groups to have dinner. Many of us went to a show. Some went to two. There was a major performance festival on. Our conversations continued. I still think about many of them. For the following day, we had planned a walking tour of Indigenous sites in Parc du Mont-Royal, but heavy rain meant postponement. We met in an available space at Concordia and continued our conversations. I don't think we tried to solve any problems. We are always working our way through a mass of problems in our own micro and macro ways. We talked about this. Some said the meeting felt like a giant exhale. It united us.
At the end of the second day, we attended Tommy's talk, "Dancing the Museum," at DHC-Arts at le Musée des beaux-arts de Montréal/Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. It was brilliant.
Meeting over two days was deeply generative and rejuvenating. I will never forget it. I cannot speak for but thank Alan Harrington, Christine Sokaymoh Frederick, Dasha A. Chapman, Thomas F. DeFrantz, Rhodnie Désir, Rasu Jilani, Nicole Martin, Jaamil Olawale Kosoko, Soraya Peerbaye, Joyce Rosario, Vivine Scarlett, Nikki Shaffeeullah, Tara Aisha Willis, and Angelique Willkie. 
| VIEWS AND REVIEWS
I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to Jane Gabriels and MJ Thompson for their work in organizing, facilitating and accessing funding for this event.
Part II: An interview with curator Jane Gabriels on the origins of Configurations When I was asked by CTR to report on Configurations, I said I would like to include an interview with Jane Gabriels, whose dissertation Choreographies of Community: Familias and Its Impact in the South Bronx, inspired the series of Configurations meetings. I thought an interview with Jane was necessary to not only acknowledge the decades of labour that led to the concept of Configurations, but also provide insight into how long-term activism through curation shapes the thinking of cultural workers.
Jane Gabriels, PhD, is Director of Pepatián (Bronx, NY; pepatian.org); co-founder of CICA-ICAC, the International Community of Performing Arts Curators (Montreal; cica-icac. org); an independent producer/curator, performer, and writer (janejaneproductions.com); and has recently begun working as Executive Director, Made in BC-Dance on Tour (madeinbc.org).
The following is an abridged version of our interview from August 2017.
Seika:
Tell me about Pepatián. Jane: Pepatián is a non-profit arts organization located in the Bronx, NY, that does not have its own space, and so collaborations and partnerships are how we make the work happen. 'We' meaning artists, non-profits, and theaters in the Bronx who work with me to create, support, and produce successful projects. I was only able to accomplish anything because people I met with in the Bronx said yes. I was very ready to take it on and do something with a non-profit I had been gifted by Merián Soto and Pepón Osorio ([a] MacArthur Fellow), who founded the organization in 1983 with Patti Bradshaw. I was lucky because the artists I spoke with saw the same dream with me-and a little beyond where I could envision-and helped me land it in their home borough.
How did your work in the Bronx evolve? Jane: I was growing and learning with everyone-all the artists and organizations I worked with. Every spring I reached out to a new space to connect artists with audiences in different neighbourhoods. I took the two-week festival I produced in 2001 and grew it into a four-week adventure in the spring, and a smaller series of two-to four-week events in the fall with showcases during APAP [the Association of Performing Arts Presenters] in January. I enjoyed catching artists at particular moments in their careers and helping them move to their next stage with whatever resources and organizational support I could create to make it happen.
Seika: What questions came up over time? Jane: After producing six years of performances and community events throughout the Bronx, we had maybe three reviews (and two of them were from personal contacts I met in downtown performances and workshops). I couldn't get people-funders, presenters-from Manhattan and elsewhere to come see our work. 'Frustrating' is one word for it. Another is 'developing an edge'-a presenter once told me the Bronx was too far to visit, and then I responded with "I know, so … how was that festival in Seattle you went to last week?" You know? It's like, "Come on. We're all part of the same dance and performance world." We were doing good work, trying to make more happen, and were not often included in larger conversations about artmaking and dance. I started thinking about what I could do to help move the conversation along, and my own ability to talk about our work. I started a doctoral program-I'm a writerbecause I knew that I wanted to write about our work and make a contribution. I also wanted to learn more-I was hitting walls in my own thinking of what was possible.
Seika: And then Configurations in 2015 -
Jane: At Concordia, I wrote my dissertation in an effort to 'shore up' our work in the Bronx. Tommy [Dr. Thomas F. DeFrantz] saw the bigger picture and the necessity of putting people and artists of colour at the centre of the conversation. He was part of my dissertation committee, had attended events in the Bronx. I feel like he had kept a corner of his eye on this work along the way. He has a recent article in Theater Journal, "Identifying the Endgame," that addresses Configurations 2015-2016. He had a vision of the mix he wanted in the room, and also how the conversations would be structured. I called people, got a list of names, and he made the final selection. Dasha Chapman, PhD, was doing her post-doc at Duke and also helped finalize the list of invited artists, curators, funders, and scholars to make the event happen. It went well, and people were enthusiastically ready to meet again. In 2016, the gathering branched out to include curators and artists from Chicago, and a scholar whose work, like Dasha's, focused on Haiti.
Seika:
What does that collegial support facilitate? Jane: It reminds you that you aren't isolated when you feel uncertain. The conversation you might need to have about the work that you are doing has a place to be heard so you can feel more connected and inspired.
What is the cost of uncertainty? Jane: You start to close down, give up, fold it away.
What is the danger? Jane: The danger is that knowledge-sharing doesn't get to grow or evolve. Meetings with fifteen or more people during Configurations aren't perfect, but they do provide a place for exchange where something else might happen that can grow later.
Seika: Why Canada in 2017?
Jane: I wanted to connect people who had been at the Duke gatherings with curators, artists, and scholars in Canada. I was crossing the border a lot while doing my PhD at Concordia, and discovering places where words and concepts didn't cross the border as quickly. A lot happens when you talk to people outside of your own culture. You can't use shortcuts. You can't settle into "you know what I mean"-you have to unpack. You get to map your perspective.
In my near-decade in Montreal, I found there was more discussion of Indigenous rights and the impacts of colonialism. I was learning so much about Indigenous communities. I was sure that others from the Duke gatherings would love the opportunity to connect with their Canadian counterparts and vice versato learn more about our works on both sides of the border.
Seika:
What did you do different structurally at the Montreal gathering? Jane: Once I got the green light from Tommy to bring it to Montreal, I wrote to a lot of people en ville [in Montreal]. Everyone thought it was a great idea, and needed, but no one had time to help pull it together. I was going to try to make this happen very DIY. Then I happened to connect with MJ Thompson at Concordia-also a fellow New Yorker-and she saw the importance of the project and how it connected with her research interests. We wrote a grant, and brought in the brilliance of Angelique Wilkes [Department of Contemporary Dance, Concordia]. We produced the event and pulled elements together, and you and Tommy were the curators with free rein to invite speakers to create this vital cross-border conversation. I also recall many conversations where we checked out our formatting ideas to be sure it was making sense. We wanted to try to create a site for more interweavings between the guests. 
What do you think are the biggest problems performers, artists, and curators of colour face? Jane: Wow, okay. It's access to space. It's access to good reviewers and writers about the work in our major newspapers with their huge readerships. It's the same bulk of large organizations that get the majority of the funding that do not actively include the available brilliance of artists and curators of colour that are right around the corner, often literally, from their offices. It's thinking community-minded, and revising how and what people might think of when they use the word 'community.' I think people are more aware of who is in charge of institutions, and I'm being asked way more than ever before about my work as a white woman running a non-profit that supports Latinx, artists of colour, and/or Bronx-based artists. I've been doing the work since 1999-that's nearly twenty years-and I wrote a doctoral dissertation about artists and non-profits in the Bronx. While I'm not Latina, I do feel adopted by the artists of the Puerto Rican diaspora and their families in the "Boogie-Down." Seika: How was working in Montreal after working in the Bronx? Jane: When I first came here, I realized how in the Bronx, especially when I started, I was used to often being the only white and non-Latina person on the train or on the street. In Montreal, it's not like that. At Concordia, in the local arts scene, I felt more of a presence of white people, even though Montreal is an international city. I've been learning more about funding structures in both countries and how they can mould the art-making. In New York City, it's not like you get government funding and you've made it. You can use that support to leverage more funding, but the hunt is never over. At the same time, there are more foundations in the States, and more of a culture of individual giving. The foundations sometimes lag behind where the artists are moving their work, but they can also help drive the field by asking for particular kinds of proposals-sometimes they stretch you out of a comfort zone, and/or other times they are not the right ones to support your work. You have to decide where you want to put your energies. In general, it's better if you can branch out and find support from multiple directions. In Canada, the prize seems to be getting national funding from the government. That's the focus. It's more singular. Or a single, established, mid-range organization might have maybe five funders to manage. I have five different funders for just one project (out of five annual projects) that I organize in the Bronx, and my operating budget is super, super small. Seika: So the whole structure needs support. Jane: Nobody wants to feel stuck.
For more about Configurations in Montreal, including participant bios, see criticaldancestudiesmontreal.com/events/configurations-in-montreal/.
For the full Configurations in Motion website, see sites.duke. edu/configurationsinmotion/.
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